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Finding time to take a rest and recharge is one of the most important things we can 

do for our physical, mental and spiritual health. Prioritizing your well-being starts with 

integrating it into your routines, and one of the best places to practice is the space in 

our homes that is designed for privacy and self-care — the bathroom. 

Guangzhou Headquarter

Founded in 1994, OPPEIN is China’s No.1 kitchen and customized home décor brand, and the largest 
cabinetry manufacturer. We design and manufacture high-quality kitchens, wardrobes, bespoke home 
furniture, bathroom products, interior doors, aluminum windows & doors and home furnishing, capable of 
offering one-stop home décor products and solutions. Output and sales of kitchen cabinet reached 830 
thousand sets, ranking No.1 in the kitchen industry.

ABOUT OPPEIN

The global project business is another importance we attach to. We cooperate closely with builders, 
developers, contractors, and architects to develop different types of residential and commercial business; 
up to now, we have completed over 10,000 real estate projects around the globe, including some 
significant local landmark projects. 

In 2020, OPPEIN's sales turnover reached USD 2.27 billion, havrvesting its consecutive 27th yrars of growth.�
our products have been exported to 118 countries and regions. And the total market value of 
OPPEIN exceeded 100 billion yuan (USD 15.3 billion) in March 2021.

In overseas markets, what sets us apart from our competitors is our Italy design, European quality, 
one-stop whole-house products & solutions, and reliable local services.

OPPEIN takes great pride in its extensive franchise distribution system. We have a productive showroom 
operation model and thoughtful support policies to help the franchisees win. Currently, we have 
a remarkable number of over 7,000 franchise showrooms worldwide to serve local retail businesses.  

We achieve this through our unceasing striving for perfection, and the passion to satisfy an individual’s 
needs for better home décor. Our vision is to make OPPEIN a modern, innovative company respected 
and loved by the people, held in the highest esteem in China, and emulated around the world.

Where there is home and love, there OPPEIN is.

Create your dream bathroom with our design experts from the comfort of your home, 

inspired by you and design by Oppein. 

Bathroom Innovations

Find your just right 



Style: ModernHILLER PLWY20098
UV lacquer PWMC0022+glass door PWMB0098
Solid surface series C  PWTR0007

Drawing on the natural world for inspiration, this modern minimalist 
bathroom design marries dynamism with organic form to achieve a quiet, 
engaged serenity, just like it’s name: hiller.
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The open-mounted shelving system can be designed 
in various dimensions to ensure a homely ambience, 
which is further emphasized by concrete-look surfaces 
in dark grey.

Style: ModernJACER

PLWY20076
Lacquer PWMK7003
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0003

Free floating elements and blue color matching are the wow factors of 
JACER bathroom. The interior organization impress with it’s surface 
opened cabinet. 
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Style: Modern

NEW URBANISM PLWY19065A
HPL PWMF0029+Aluminium-framed glass door PWMB0100
Phoenix stone PWTF0002

Style: Modern

SANTA MONICA

PLWY19064D
PVC PWMG0102, BWMG0028
Quartz Stone PWTY1043

Walk-in bath, a fresh start to your bath routine, 
your dream vacation is closer than you think. 
Experience a spa-like retreat from the comfort 
of the bathroom.

The U-shaped furnishing layout makes great use of the bathroom. It's also 
a small walk-in closet and laundry with built-in washing machine, convenient 
for the temporary storage of changing clothes, such as bathrobes.
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Style: ModernVERONA PCWY19001
Melamine BWMA0056 + Lacquer PWMK1011
Solid surface fashion series PWTR0001

Clean fronts in matte grey and white, makes a 
timeless combination in bathroom appearance. 
The interior organization impresses with its integrated 
drawer, small but offer good classification function.
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Style: ModernPRAGUE PCWY19001
HPL PWMF0057 + Lacquer PWMK2006
Quartz stone grade AA PWTY1026

Style: Modern

HOH XIL

PCWY20006
HPL PWMF0057

Free floating elements and built-in LED lighting 
are the wow factors of PARGUE series. 

It’s a space saving design with integrated basin
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Style: ModernSKYLAND
PLWY20051
Lacquer PWMK2014+Melamine PWMA0153+Aluminium-framed 
glass door PWMB0110
Phoenix stone PWTF0002

Timelessly high quality: matt surfaces have a calming effect, 
Sky land creates a entry luxury style with aluminum framed 
glass door. 

U-shaped drawer bottom panel, remains space for the drain pipe 
and makes better use of the base cabinet space.
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Style: ModernSOLARE

PCWY20008
HPL PWMF0057+ melamine PWMA0119
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0002

Less is more, this bathroom design is simple 
and meets the basic needs of bathroom storage 
and living routine, the black sintered surface 
is timeless. 
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Style: ModernGALHERT PLWY20095
Melamine BWMA0056 + Lacquer PWMK2026
Solid surface fashion series PWTR0001

Style: Modern

FIRMIANA SIMPLEX 

PCWY19008
HPL PWMF0026

The side open cabinet brings a lot of convenience 
beside the toilet and white and light wood grain 
color looks clean. 
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The glass shelves offer orderly classification for 
storage.

Style: Italian Minimalism

THORSHAVN PLWY20028
Lacquer PWMK7001+
Aluminium-framed glass door PWMB0098
Phoenix stone PWTF0002

There’s something almost universally appealing 
about the simplicity and of rooms drenched in 
soft pinks, matte champagne grays, and white 
countertop. 
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Style: Italian Minimalism

HUSTON PLWY19065A
Melamine PWMA0154+Aluminium-framed glass door PWMB0098
Quartz stone grade AA PWTY1026

Style: Italian Minimalism

MAGIC 2.0

PLWY20100
UV Lacquer PWMC0022+Melamine PWMA0122
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0004

Pure pleasure! Close the door and enjoy your 
own personal wellness progress in Magic 2.0. 
These moments make every single day feel a 
bit special. 

Integrated design of bathroom 
and laundry, more space-saving 
and convenient
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Grey and white combination is a very trendy design. 
Bathrooms to suit your personality that appeal with aesthetically-
pleasing designs, smart functionality and combination 
possibilities that suit any size of room.

Style: Italian MinimalismCATANIA

PCWY19010
HPL PWMF0057+Lacquer PWMK2006
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0003
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Style: Italian Minimalism

BRESCIA

PCWY19009
HPL PWMF0060+lacquer PWMK3016
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0002

Style: Italian Minimalism

FRIESEN PLWY20121
Lacquer BWMK2011
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0004

The stone texture fronts match well with 
the sintered surface countertop, creates 
an industry modern style. 
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Style: Entry LuxeCAESAR
PLWY19070
Melamine PWMA0122
Quartz stone grade AA PWTY1024

The Minimalism style is embodied in walnut appearance with 
golden handle and countertop made from cool quartz stone. 
Beautiful solution: thanks to the glass door units, very things are 
easy to view and access. 
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Style: Entry Luxe

LIDO PLWY19001
Lacquer BWMK2013
Phoenix stone PWTF0002

Style: Entry Luxe

EEHAI

PLWY20023
Lacquer PWMK2090
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0003

The design of this bath cabinet, is inspired by the 
fabulous scenery with clear blue sky and white clouds. 
The golden handle brings a sense of entry luxury. 
With such a simple and minimalist design, the metal 
shelves become the highlight

The clear blue sky and white 
clouds bring you an oasis of 
relaxation and well-being.
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Style: Entry Luxe

CECILE

PLWY20120

Style: Entry LuxeASHTAR PLWY20101
Melamine PWMA0122
Quartz stone grade AA PWTY1026

Lacquer PWMK2048+
Aluminium-framed glass door PWMB0099
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0002

Free floating elements are the wow factors 
of CECILE bathroom. The super simple design 
impress with it’s thick and gray countertop.
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This is how beautiful storage space solutions 
in the bathroom can be. The simple look and 
also the cabinet appearance in various shades 
of walnut units cultivate a clean, urban style in 
the bathroom.

Style: Industrial

HERA PLWY18149
HPL PWMF0031+Melamine BWMA0025
Quartz stone PWTY1043
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Style: Industrial

REMINGTON PLWY19089-1000
HPL PWMF0058+Aluminium-framed glass door PWMB0098
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0002

Style: Industrial 

COLIN

PLWY20103
Lacquer PWMK2006+HPL PWMF0058
Phoenix stone PWTF0002

Sculptural forms, smooth surfaces and a classic 
dark gray keep this urban bathroom sleek and 
minimalist, for those who love modern design 
at its most elemental. An arc shape shower room 
with a showerhead make this space as high-
functioning as it is striking
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What a warm and quite combination! And the round mirror 
provide a homely character.

Style: NordicCHYPRE

PLWY20029
Melamine PWMA0152+Lacquer PWMK7002
OPPEIN sintered surface PWTE0003
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Style: Nordic

REDMAN

PLWY17084
Melamine PWMA0010+Lacquer PWMK3007
Quartz stone PWTY1043

Style: Nordic

JINX PCWY17012
Melamine PWMA0010
Solid surface fashion series PWTR0001
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Style: European Minimalism

GABRIELLE

PLWY20006
PVC PWMG0152

It gives us a clean enough place to store things
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Style: European Minimalism

SNOWLAND

PCWY17008
PVC PWMG0061

Style: European Minimalism

LAKE BAIKAL
PCWY19002
PVC PWMG0037

Shaker door will never fade out in design 
of bathroom for transitional style. 

Most of us think of white as a classic color that matches everything 
and never goes out of style. Understanding the range of this powerful 
hue can change the way you use the classic “white-on-white” 
in your home—specifically in the bathroom.
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PVC Foil Grade A

DOOR FINISHES

PWMG0130

PVC Foil Grade B

PVC Foil Grade C

BWMG0028 PWMG0061 PWMG0102 PWMG0105

PWMG0152 PWMG0153 PWMG0154 PWMG0156

PWMG0157

PWMG0037

DOOR FINISHES

Pearl Pigment Auto Lacquer

PWMK3007 PWMK3016

High Gloss Lacquer

PWMK1001 PWMK1002 PWMK1011 PWMK1035

Matt Lacquer

PWMK2002 PWMK2006 PWMK2014 PWMK2016

PWMK2020 PWMK2026 PWMK2048 PWMK2090

BWMK2011 BWMK2013

Spray Lacquer

PWMK7001 PWMK7002 PWMK7003 PWMK7005
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Melamine

DOOR FINISHES COUNTERTOP MATERIALS

Quartzstone Grade AA

BWMA0025 BWMA0026 BWMA0056 PWMA0010

PWMA0019 PWMA0113 PWMA0119 PWMA0120

PWMA0121 PWMA0122 PWMA0136 PWMA0151

PWMA0152 PWMA0153 PWMA0154 PWMA0177

High Pressure Laminate Grade A

PWMF0026 PWMF0029 PWMF0031 PWMF0058

High Pressure Laminate Grade G

PWMF0003 PWMF0047 PWMF0057 PWMF0060

OPPEIN Quartzstone Grade B

OPPEIN Quartzstone Grade C OPPEIN Quartz Stone

Solid Surface Classic Series C Solid Surface Fashion Series Phoenix Stone

OPPEIN Sintered Surface

PWTY1024 PWTY1026

PWTY1002 PWTY1007 PWTY1010

PWTY1001 PWTY1043

PWTR0007 PWTR0001 PWTF0002

PWTE0002 PWTE0003 PWTE0004
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